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ATRO Opens Fourth Distribution Center 
West Coast Distribution Expansion 

 
St. Clair, Missouri – ATRO Polyurethane•Solutions announces expanded distribution capability with a new West 
Coast distribution center in Ontario, California. 
 
“We are excited to make this announcement about our growing distribution network.  The new warehouse is 
essential in meeting the growing demand for superior ATRO polyurethane parts in the Western US.  We are 
continually looking for ways to improve the speed and efficiency of delivering products to our customers”, said 
Mark Sturmon, President and Owner of ATRO Engineered Systems. The Ontario location joins our existing St. Clair 
MO, Seattle WA and Harrisburg PA warehouse locations. 
 
Orders for the Ontario CA facility can be placed through our website (atrobushing.com), or through ATRO 
Customer Service in St. Clair by fax (866-920-2005), phone (800-325-6114) or email 
(customerservice@atrobushing.com).  
 

• Will call is available from 7:00 a.m. PST until 3:00 p.m. PST, customers may pick up orders 1 hour after 
placement and confirmation 

• Same day and Next day air deadline for shipments is 1:00 p.m. PST  
 
ATRO maintains an extensive local sales and aftermarket distributor network throughout North America and has 
over 3,000 distribution locations worldwide to better serve the end user. ATRO targets shipping 95% of orders 
the same day.  The new warehouse will provide faster delivery of parts to our West Coast distributor partners, 
enabling our goal of getting parts to our partners as quickly as possible, reducing vehicle downtime and allowing 
fleets to get their equipment back up and running.  

For assistance, customers can reach an ATRO representative Monday - Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. CST by calling 
800-325-6114.    
 
 
 
About the Company… 
ATRO is a recognized U.S. and worldwide leader for high quality polyurethane parts for heavy trucks, trailers, 
buses, agricultural equipment and military vehicles. ATRO Polyurethane•Solutions designs and builds specifically 
for the application, outperforming and outlasting OE rubber and other polyurethane manufacturers parts by 
utilizing 11 proprietary formulas - ATRO POLYS. ATRO’s product line extends beyond suspension bushings and 
torque rods to include polyurethane solutions bumper-to-bumper for heavy trucks and trailers. ATRO, located in 
St. Clair, MO U.S.A., was founded in 1987 and is family-owned.  The company’s website is ATROBUSHING.COM. 
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